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SBI CLERK SPECIAL 

In each of the following sentences there are two blank spaces. Below each five pairs of words have been 

denoted by numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). Find out which pair of words can be filled in the blanks in 

order to make a meaningful sentence. 

1. Indian civil aviation has ___________ in terms of passenger traffic growth. 

 (1) explode (2) mended  (3) forsaken  (4) boomed   (5) reverberated 

2. It finds sanction from the state, ___________ out all principles of rule of law.  

 (1) thrust  (2) throwing   (3) pushing  (4) discouraged (5) received 

3. This is not as daunting a challenge as it ____________ at first sight.  

 (1) appears (2) seem  (3) look  (4) sight  (5) arrives 

4. These aspects make it possible to _____________ the airline will be disinvested soon. 

 (1) conclude (2) include  (3) commence  (4) begin  (5) desist  

5. Police personnel _____________ mutely as the man was beaten and his lover abused.  

 (1) stay  (2) silent  (3) acted  (4) stand  (5) watched 

6. Interfaith marriages could actually solve the communal ____________ in society.  

 (1) cooperation (2) amalgamation (3) divisions  (4) disputes  (5) forage 

7. India’s ____________ towards Israel has finally moved from tentative to robust. 

 (1) technic  (2) thinking  (3) approach  (4) problem  (5) support 

8. India once used to be Luddite country, hating technological______________. 

 (1) use  (2) comment  (3) waste  (4) concrete  (5) solutions 

9.    Technology can certainly bring about quantum jumps in service_____________.  

      (1) sector  (2) delivery  (3) company  (4) mode  (5) advert 

10.  Control rooms are needed to ____________ panic calls and police must be mobilised.  

 (1) monitor (2) looks  (3) surprise  (4) finish  (5) select 

 

Answer-   

1. (4) 2. (2) 3. (1) 4. (1) 5. (5) 6. (3) 7. (3) 8. (5) 9. (2) 10. (1)  


